
UMI Short Antenna- 82-02 Chevrolet Camaro
Item # 2996

Will not fit vehicles with power antenna
Will fit vehicles with a m6 x 1.0 male antenna base

NOTE: Item is not intended to perform as well as a full length antenna. UMI Performance is not responsible for the resulting 
loss in radio reception, as the short antenna is an appearance modification. 

1. Locate antenna on the vehicle. 
2. Use an adjustable wrench to remove factory antenna 
3. Locate UMI Short Antenna.  
4. Install the UMI short antenna and tighten by hand. 
5. Item can now easily be removed for car-washes or to store in vehicle to deter theft.
 

UMI Performance only guarantees fitment on an m6 x 1.0 male antenna base. Buyer assumes responsibility for not verifying
fitment as described on UMIPerformance.com product listing before time of purchase. 

Thank you and Please Visit us on the web at www.umiperformance.com
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